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DAAIMAH MUBASHSHIR | Untiled Essay for Ugly  
I've been obsessed lately with finding alignment in aesthetics and practice within my work.  I wonder about the ears listening. Do I speak their language? Or rather, will I ever sound legible?  

The market’s ear for black queer theatre seems to be tuned towards “Black Romantic”, the title of Thelma Golden’s 2002 exhibit at Studio Museum of Harlem featuring work that could be looked at as honorific and 
celebratory of mainstream black culture. To translate this into theatre terms: naturalistic language and structures with a queer story line. While I’m always ecstatic for queer black stories on stage, I wonder if this 
method of delivery is the only way the market will hear our stories.  

A few years ago, I visited the Brooklyn Museum to catch Mickalene Thomas’s Origin of the Universe exhibition.  I was moved and validated by the way Thomas foregrounds female black self-hood within and through 
the framing of past masterworks. Derek Conrad Murray, in Queering Post Black Art, captures the essence of how Thomas’s artwork affected my psyche. “Thomas’s Paintings have the kind of unworldly quality… (her) 
images gesture towards something new: a vision even less corrective and less entangled in an embattled relationship with the past.” Thomas dared face, engage and regard the darker female self, figuratively her own 
body, “within the sphere of visual culture”.  

Have you seen Nanette, Sorry to Bother You, or Random Acts of Flyness? These works are refreshing because they break form in thrilling ways. Like Thomas’s, these works validate my artistic leanings toward a nuanced 
way of storytelling from a QPOC point of view. I’m mentioning all this for selfish reasons. My newest play The Immeasurable Want of Light, published by 3 Hole Press, uses a “episodic” or “spider web” structure to 
weave together multiple threads around a central theme. It’s outlandish and venturous with over 30 characters and 6 languages. I want there to be space on stage for this play.  

Here is the point where aesthetics and practice can align — in the regard for my own body and the self-celebration of my work. Gratefully, the marketplace is constantly shifting its listeners from frequency to frequency. 
If I continue to speak, then the ears will hear me loud and clear. 

TAV NYONG’O | Thinking on His Feet 
What is a thinking body? We are accustomed to images of introspection, a body turned in upon itself towards an intensive manifold. Old mind/body dualisms are always getting resurrected, despite their frequent 
deconstruction. We still think of a contemplative mind as something still. Thinking does not require total stasis. Many will admonish us to “think on our feet,” of course, but the counter-intuitive image conjured by this 
phrase suggests that our feet is not a place where thinking usually happens. To think not just on our feet but through our feet, to think with our feet and with the feet of others. This is the feat of the thinking body that 
is everywhere evident in the choreography of Raja Feather Kelly. 

What is Kelly thinking of? What is he thinking through? The legacy of Andy Warhol, to be sure. And possibly Felix Gonzalez-Torres too. He is thinking about what our blackness and queerness can do when we are 
thinking about what it would be like to be free. He is thinking of colors that pop; faces that are masked, bewigged, or blurred out; and he is thinking of bodies that stutter between strobe lights. He is thinking of 
languorous extensions and graceful ensemble work, but he is also thinking of rage, frustration, even implosion. He is thinking the beauty of black dance, but is also thinking the ugly. And he is thinking the rotating 
torsion of the two — beauty and ugliness — as they bump and grind up against each other on the dance floor, and in the eyes of the spectators. 

In the black community, our elders sometimes admonish our anger or peevishness with the response: “God don’t like ugly.” To embrace our ugly feelings is therefore always a critical, tactical risk. To absorb the 
ugliness directed at us by an ugly world, and to use that ugliness to think with, that is a creative gift. We stamp our feet. We go dark. We rise up. God may not like ugly, but he’s gonna hear from us anyhow. 

MICHAEL JACKSON | BLACK GAY MALE SUBJECTIVITY  
1. The day after Donald J. Trump was elected president I ran into one of my neighbors who, like me identifies as a black, gay man. In the years before I ever actually spoke to him, I used to see him and his white 
boyfriend in our subway station and I would imagine their life together; their arguments, their inside jokes, their condom-free sex, their pillow talk. During the 2016 Democratic primary, I found occasion to talk to black 
one while he was out walking his dog. We were both Bernie Sanders supporters but unlike me, he had a deep hatred for Hillary Clinton and was very clear that he would not be voting for her if she made it to the 
general election. I was startled but not bothered because of course if it came down to Hillary vs. Trump, she would wipe the floor with him, right? Cut to: the day after Trump’s election. I went for a walk to clear my head 
and ran into him. “Happy New Year!” I said glibly. He laughed and from that moment we began a now two-year conversation where I learned that while he had voted for Jill Stein, he believes that Trump’s immigration 
agenda will create positive economic and employment conditions for blacks whose jobs have been “stolen” by undocumented workers. Oh, and Planned Parenthood just wants to kill black babies. Oh, and black 
feminism is just white woman cosplay. Oh, and HIV isn’t real. On paper, we are the same and yet not even remotely on the same page.  

2. The last time I used Scruff was three years ago when I was fortunate enough to be invited to the apartment of an incredibly beautiful black man who engaged me in three glorious hours of conversation about 
everything from the then “problematic” representation of fellow black gay Don Lemon, to our personal family histories and professional ambitions. Looking at his gorgeous face, I could see what I had longed for since 
high school: black male validation in the form of a lover whose desire for me would transform me into the black swan I always knew I could be if given the chance. But when I finally mustered up the courage to make a 
physical move on him, he looked me directly in the eyes, rebuffed my advances and sent me home. I found myself on train home certain but unable to confirm that the real reason he did not want to have sex with me 
was because I had gained weight since the picture I used in my Scruff profile had been taken and that for all my scintillating conversation and intelligence I wielded, it was the failure of my fat, ugly body to entice him.  

3. Years prior to his win, an Oscar Award winning black gay man stood in the hallway of my apartment with a group of friends who included my then roommate that it was my understanding he was hoping to sleep with, 
looked me up and down with Wicked Stepmother eyes and coolly told the room it wouldn’t be right for me to go to the pool party they were headed to after all. 

4. I’ve written a musical called A Strange Loop that will be premiering in the spring of 2019 at Playwrights Horizons, co-produced by Page 73 Productions and choreographed by Raja. It is about a black gay man who is 
writing a musical about a black gay man who is writing a musical about a black gay man, etc. I wrote it because since I was 17 years old, I have been looking into the eyes of black gay boys and men and not finding 
political, social, or sexual consensus despite how often we are grouped together by the world when it’s time to talk about HIV prevention and statistics, “sexual racism” perpetrated by cis white men on sex apps or in 
pornography, and our visibility or invisibility in various white-run arts scenes. Our ideas are never seriously discussed. Nor are our aesthetics. Nor are our politics. Only our identities. It is within that marginalization that I 
experience my ugliness most keenly because I stick out. I don’t match. I don’t categorize neatly into moonlit oppression, respectability politics, or #blackboyjoy. How you experience me and my work will always be 
subjective and by my design.  
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